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Testimonial 

“When my neck feels stiff, I immediately 
put Rejuve Crystal near my neck. The 
result, (my neck) is better and not stiff 
anymore. It is also good to help relieve 

tingling on my hand in just a few 
minutes.”

“During travelling, I often carried Rejuve 
Crystal and the effect is that my waist 
does not feel sore anymore even though 
I travel to a lot of plaes. Even when I’m 
sleeping, I always put Rejuve Crystal in 

my pillowcase to sleep better.”

“At that time, my leg was sprained. It 
was swollen and it hurt to walk. 

Fortunately, I have the Rejuve Crystal. In 
the morning the pain has lessen and I 

could even walk up a mountain even if it 
was still swollen.”

Lisa Mogalana – Tangerang
Quick in Relieving Stiffness & Tingling

Amelia Tanudjaja – Tangerang
Better Sleep and No Waist Soreness

Silvia Sari Dewi – Jakarta
Pain due to Sprain Reduced

“My hip bone is often in pain and (I) 
have difficulty sleeping because of 

headaches and leg cramps. After using 
Rejuve Crystal routinely, now I (feel) 

healthy; (my) hip pain, cramp and 
headache are all cured. Amazing!”

“In the past, I had problems with 
sleeping because I often stayed up late. 

But since I routinely use Rejuve 
Crystal, I can finally sleep better.” 

Meliani – Pangkalpinang
Hip Pain  and Headaches Cured

Hans Lee - Pontianak
(Help) Sleep Better

“At that time, my aunt fell from the 
stairs. Finally I kept putting on Rejuve 

Crystal (on her). Tomorrow, the pain on 
the swollen leg immediately subsided.”

Grace – Banjarmasin
With Rejuve Crystal Pain Lessened Immediately
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Rejuvé Crystal
Has Higher

Negative Ion level!

Negative Ion level testing for 
funnel-shaped glass of Rejuvé Crystal

• Stabilizes the energy found in the environment 
  due to Electromagnetic Field (EMF).

• Forms quantum field that can harmonize the 
  energy and frequency in the room.

• Helps increase stamina and sleep quality. 

• Helps blood circulation.

• Helps maintain body endurance and metabolism 
  process.

• Helps neutralize air pollutants (pollution causing 
  substances), such as germs, dusts, bacterias 
  and others.

Benefits of

• Rejuvé Crystal can be carried and 
  placed on top of a table at home, office 
  or on top of the bed.

• Rejuvé Crystal can be placed directly 
  on the body to increase stamina. 

Usage

Ion Tester Test Result:

Negative Ion level testing for
the Rejuvé Crystal protective rubber band

The human body is surrounded by positive 
and negative ions. Therefore, the function of 
electrons found inside and outside of our cells 
have significant influence. Negative ions can 
be absorbed by humans through breathing 
and skin which then will be carried through 
the blood. Furthermore, negative ions will 
maintain the blood acidity level and improves 
the lymph function. Negative ions can be 
found in a pollution-free nature.

However, to get clean air rich in negative ions 
in the urban areas is very difficult because of 
the large amount of pollution. From 
transportation emissions, factory air pollution 

to emissions from household activities often 
creates air pollutants, such as dust, germ, 
virus, bacteria and other free radicals that can 
endanger human health if it continuously being 
absorbed by the body. But now, you can easily 
access negative ion source to help maintain 
your body’s health.

LiveWell Global presents Rejuve Crystal, a 
funnel-shaped health supporting device with a 
9 cm diameter and 1 cm thickness. A set of 
Rejuve Crystal contains high negative ion 
levels at 7000 ions. The funnel-shaped glass 
contains 5000 ion levels and the rubber band 
(that protects the glass) has 2000 ion levels.

The more negative ions contained in the 
blood, will make the metabolism process 
more efficient. On the other hand, more 
positive ions will reduce the efficiency of the 
cell metabolism, so that the body became 
weaker and prone to sickness. Rejuve Crystal 
is proven to have a higher negative ion level 
compared to similar products in the market.


